Microdroplets can act as electrochemical cells
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ABSTRACT
A water microdroplet in air or oil typically possesses an electric double layer (EDL) from the preferential adsorption of surface-bound ions at the periphery. We present the calculations of the ion gradients within a microdroplet at equilibrium, including systems containing buffers and water autoionization. These ion gradients are used to calculate the potential energy stored within the microdroplet. We consider how this stored potential energy can be utilized to drive chemical reactions, much like an electrochemical cell. Effective voltages as high as 111 mV are found for microdroplets having a low surface charge density (0.01 ions per nm²). Two sources of potential energy are investigated: (1) the electrostatic energy of the EDL of the microdroplet and (2) shifts in other chemical equilibria coupled to the main reaction through the EDL. A particularly important example of the latter is water autoionization, wherein the reaction of interest causes a flattening of the [H⁺] gradient within the EDL, resulting in a net recombination of H⁺ and OH⁻ throughout the microdroplet. Numerical calculations are performed using a continuum model consisting of a balance between the electromigration and diffusion of ions throughout the microdroplet. Our treatment accounts for the autoionization of water and any chemical equilibrium of buffers present. The results are presented for uncharged water microdroplets with low amounts of salts and simple buffers in them. However, the calculational method presented here can be applied to microdroplets of any net charge, composed of any solvent, containing ions of any valence, and containing complex mixtures of chemical equilibria.
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INTRODUCTION

Microdroplets are emerging as an interesting medium for chemistry. They exhibit a surprisingly complex structure compared to the typical expectation of them as tiny reaction beakers. Some species localize to the atomic interface of the microdroplets, and these species exhibit a variety of interesting chemistry caused by their two-dimensional confinement, surface electric fields, and partial solvation. Much attention has been paid to this area in microdroplets. Less attention has been given to effects on chemical reactions from the macroscopic properties of the microdroplet. One notable paper on how the reactant concentration and compartment size together lead to accelerated reaction rates under micro-confinement is the work by Wilson and co-workers, wherein they show how changes in the reaction rates at the surface can affect the interior concentration of the microdroplet in a size-dependent manner.

The localization of species (such as surfactants) to the atomic interface includes charged ions. This typically results in a net surface charge density of a microdroplet. The net surface charge density is often incorrectly conflated with the net total charge on the microdroplet. The surface-bound ions can have counterions that are dissolved into the interior of the microdroplet. Thus, a microdroplet can have a large net surface charge density while being completely net neutral. This situation is pictured in Fig. 1 with the surface-bound ions arbitrarily chosen as negative. For the cases of aerosols without a deliberately added surfactant, the origin of the surface charge in water droplets has been a topic of contention as to whether it arises from the preferential adsorption of OH⁻ or from some anionic surfactant. However, Ganachaud and co-workers presented strong evidence that the negative surface charge in aerosols originates from small amounts of dissolved carbon dioxide, producing the bicarbonate anion (HCO₃⁻) at the periphery.

This separation of charges into surface-bound and dissolved leads to a radial electric field originating inside the drop and terminating on the ions at its surface. We have discussed previously the effects that this electric field can have on reactions taking place inside the microdroplet. Electric fields are known to have effects on chemical reactions in a variety of different environments. While not the main focus of this paper, the effect of this internal electric field in the microdroplet on chemical reactions should not be overlooked.
Expanding on our previous work, we first concern ourselves with the equilibrium ion distributions in a microdroplet that also contains chemical equilibria, such as water autoionization and buffer solutions. To reach equilibrium in a microdroplet, there is a shift in the chemical equilibrium from the bulk solution amount, typically toward the side of the equilibrium that creates more ions. This shift is a direct result of the ion gradients in the electric double layer (EDL) of the microdroplet. Importantly, it can result in a vastly different chemical environment inside a microdroplet as compared to a bulk solution.

We are interested in the potential energy stored in the macroscopic ion configuration of the microdroplet. There are two sources we focus on in this paper. First, the shift in chemical equilibrium away from the equilibrium of the bulk solution stores chemical potential energy in the microdroplet. Second, the EDL itself stores electrostatic potential energy from the separation of charges within it. Using the model in this paper to find the ion gradients in the microdroplet, we can then assign numerical values to the stored potential energy.

Finally, we are interested in how the potential energy in the microdroplet might be applied to a chemical reaction taking place within it. We hypothesize that the aforementioned potential energy of a microdroplet can change as a result of a chemical reaction, particularly for cases where the chemical reaction lowers the surface charge density of the microdroplet by reacting with the surface-bound ions. This hypothesized mechanism may help explain the source of energy for unusual redox activity previously observed in microdroplets.

We consider a slow chemical reaction taking place in an adiabatic manner in the microdroplet. By adiabaticity, we mean that the chemical reaction of interest happens on a significantly slower timescale than the stabilization of the EDL in the microdroplet. This is a reasonable assumption as ion motion in an EDL, water autoionization, and the protonation reaction in buffers are all fast processes. With this adiabatic assumption, we can use the equilibrium ion distribution in the microdroplet as a pseudo-steady-state from which to calculate the macroscopic potential energy change in the microdroplet at different points along the progression of the reaction of interest. A change in the potential energy of the system acts as an additional driving force on the reaction.

Comparison to an electrochemical cell makes for a good qualitative description of the mechanism we propose. The microdroplet has two separated regions of charge: a surface charge arising from ionic surface-bound species (i.e., surfactants) and an interior volume charge arising from their dissolved counterions, as depicted in Fig. 1. Chemical reactions that move charge from one region to the other gain an additional driving force. This behavior is quite similar to an electrochemical cell where reactions that transfer charge from one electrode to the other are driven by the applied voltage.

### Ion distributions in microdroplets

In a microdroplet, the flux of ions is governed by two competing effects, namely, diffusion and electromigration. The electric field causing the electromigration is a direct result of the charge separation in the microdroplet. At equilibrium, these two fluxes are equal and oppositely directed: that is, they balance one another as follows:

\[-\varepsilon \nabla c_i \nabla \psi = V_E \nabla c_i.\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, \(\varepsilon\) is the ion charge (unless but signed), \(c_i\) is the local concentration of the \(i\)th species (mole \(\text{m}^{-3}\)), \(\psi\) is the electric potential (V), \(V_E\) is the thermal voltage (25.7 mV at 25°C), and \(D_i\) is the diffusion coefficient (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)). The electric fields in the microdroplet are governed by the differential form of Gauss’s law as follows:

\[\nabla \cdot (\varepsilon \nabla \psi) = -\rho,\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \(\rho\) is the local charge density (mole \(\text{m}^{-3}\)) and \(\varepsilon\) is the dielectric constant (C V\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-1}\)). Substitution of Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) sets up a second-order differential equation in spherical coordinates. The boundary conditions for the differential equation can be determined by enforcing that there are a fixed number of each type of strong electrolyte ion within the microdroplet. In the section titled Calculations and our previous work, we described how to numerically calculate the resulting internal electric fields and ion gradients within microdroplets from these governing equations.

The resulting ion gradients in the microdroplet follow a Boltzmann distribution as derived in the section titled Calculations at the end of this manuscript. We have previously shown that for systems following a Boltzmann distribution of ions, chemical equilibrium is also achieved throughout the EDL. This includes [H\(^+\)] gradients inside EDLs being stable despite the presence of a buffer.

### Ion distributions in microdroplets of unbuffered salt water

For simplicity in considering the large parameter space of possible microdroplet chemical compositions, we first restrict our discussion to a water microdroplet having zero net charge and a negatively charged surfactant in which the only ions present in the microdroplet are uni-univalent (ion valence ±1 only) strong electrolytes and those from water autoionization. The full derivation is presented separately in the section titled Calculations at the end of this manuscript. The resulting governing equation is as follows:
\[
\frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial [H^+]}{\partial r} \right) = \frac{F}{V_r} \varepsilon \left( (1 + R_s) [H^+] + (1 + R_s) K_w / [H^+] \right),
\]

where \( r \) is the radial distance from the microdroplet center, \( F \) is Faraday's constant, \( \varepsilon \) is the thermal voltage (25.7 mV at 25 °C), \( \varepsilon \) is the dielectric constant of water, and \( K_w \) is the equilibrium constant for the autoionization of water. \( R_s \) and \( R_r \) are unknown parameters in the differential equation and are determined based on the boundary conditions of the differential equation. They represent the ratio of the +1 charged strong electrolytes to \( H^+ \) ions and the ratio of the −1 charged strong electrolytes to \( OH^- \) ions, respectively.

There are four boundary conditions as it is a second-order differential equation with two unknown parameters (\( R_s \) and \( R_r \)).

\[
\nabla [H^+] = 0 \text{ at center of the droplet},
\]

(4)

\[
\text{total surface charge} + \int \int \int \rho \, dV = 0,
\]

(5)

\[
\int c_+=dV = \text{moles of } +1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } H^+ \text{)},
\]

(6)

and

\[
\int c_-dV = \text{moles of } -1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } OH^- \text{)},
\]

(7)

where \( c_+ \) and \( c_- \) are the concentrations of the +1 and −1 valence strong electrolytes, respectively. The boundary condition given in Eq. (5) ensures that the droplet is net neutral. Adjusting this boundary condition allows for charged droplets to be evaluated. For a charged droplet, the boundary condition given by Eq. (5) is replaced with

\[
\text{total surface charge} + \int \int \int \rho \, dV = \text{net droplet charge}.
\]

(8)

A few notable conclusions from the derivation are worth mentioning. First, ions of the same valence will have a constant ratio between their concentrations throughout the microdroplet. Second, unlike in the case of strong electrolytes, the moles of \( H^+ \) ions and \( OH^- \) ions within the microdroplet can change from that of the droplet precursor solution to reach an equilibrium solution in the microdroplet that satisfies the equilibrium constant for the autoionization of water (\( K_w \)) at all locations. This means that the moles of \( H^+ \) ions and \( OH^- \) ions within the microdroplet are not useful as a boundary condition. Instead, the constraint of equilibrium constant for the autoionization of water (\( K_w \)) at all locations is enforced by the governing equation (3).

The governing equation, Eq. (3), is derived in the section titled Calculations and solved numerically using MATLAB®. Figure 2 shows the calculated ion distributions for two different microdroplets. Both are 5 μm diameter neutral aqueous microdroplets with a surface charge density of 0.01 ions per nm² at 25 °C. They differ in their internal ion average concentrations with the 100 nM negative strong electrolyte and 20.0 μM positive strong electrolyte for one microdroplet and 1 μM negative strong electrolyte and 20.9 μM positive strong electrolyte for the other. An example for Fig. 2(a) would be a 5 μm diameter aqueous microdroplet formed from a precursor solution of 19.9 μM sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 100 mM NaCl. We assume that the dodecyl sulfate ions from the SDS surfactant fully adsorb to the surface, thereby giving it a 0.01 ions per nm² surface charge density. An example for Fig. 2(b) would be a 5 μm diameter aqueous microdroplet formed from a precursor solution of 19.9 μM SDS and 1 μM NaCl. The microdroplet with a lower average concentration of ions shows a thicker EDL. This correlates nicely with the Gouy–Chapman model for a one-dimensional EDL, wherein lower ionic strength results in a larger Debye length. 25

A particularly notable feature is the \([H^+]\) gradient inside the microdroplet. The \( H^+ \) ions are drawn toward the negatively charged microdroplet surface while being depleted from the interior of the microdroplet, resulting in an acidic outer region and a basic center in the microdroplet. This trend is reversed for the case of a positively charged surface-bound ion, giving a positive charge to the periphery of the microdroplet. The same trend for a \([H^+]\) gradient in microdroplets was calculated by Kwan and Consta 26 for highly charged microdroplets.

Because the activity differs from the concentration in the presence of an electric field, we specifically refer to \(-\log_{10}(c_+)[H^+]\) and \(-\log_{10}(c_-)[OH^-]\) for describing a microdroplet rather than pH and pOH, as the latter is defined by the activity of \( H^+ \) and \( OH^- \). Figure 2 provides a good example of how the moles of \( H^+ \) and \( OH^- \) are not conserved. Both the \(-\log_{10}(\text{average}[H^+])\) and \(-\log_{10}(\text{average}[OH^-])\) of the microdroplet are 6.3 for the microdroplet shown in Fig. 2(a) and 6.6 in Fig. 2(b). The microdroplet contains acidic and basic regions such that the sum of the negative log of the two averages is not 14 as might have first been expected.

Both microdroplets in Fig. 2 have the same electric field strength (2.3 × 10⁶ V m⁻¹) at the periphery of the microdroplet as this is a function of the droplet radius and surface charge density. They differ in how quickly the electric field dies off. We observe that as the ionic strength increases, which causes the EDL to thin, the electric field strength decreases on average throughout the microdroplet. As a result of the spherical geometry, about half the volume of a 5 μm diameter microdroplet is located within 500 nm of the periphery where the electric field strength is roughly between 10⁵ and 10⁶ V m⁻¹ in our examples. Even with the low surface charge density of this example, the electric field strengths begin to approach the limit imposed by the dielectric strength of water of 6.5 × 10¹⁰ to 7 × 10¹⁰ V/m, above which bulk water ionizes. 22 The presence of the electric field in the EDL can affect chemical reaction rate constants via numerous mechanisms, including the alignment of the reactants, alteration of the solvent cage, and stabilization of transition state dipoles. We have discussed these effects on chemical reactions in microdroplets in more detail in our previous work. 22

**Ion distributions in buffered solutions**

Buffered solutions add an extra layer of complexity to the ion distribution. The moles of species within the microdroplet change from the droplet precursor solution when reaching an equilibrium solution in the microdroplet. Like the case with water autoionization, the amounts of each species are determined based on the requirement that chemical equilibrium must be met everywhere in the microdroplet while maintaining stoichiometry.

The governing differential equation varies slightly depending on the nature of the species in the buffer as detailed in the section
titled Calculations. Here, we demonstrate an example of a simple weak acid buffer solution, such as a buffer composed of acetic acid and sodium acetate. Consider a generic weak acid HA with acid dissociation constant, $K_a$,$$
abla \cdot \mathbf{E} = 0 \text{ at center of the droplet,}$$
where $[HA]$ is the concentration of weak acid in the microdroplet and is also an unknown parameter in the differential equation. Notably, it is not the same as the concentration of weak acid in the precursor solution used to form the microdroplet. Again, there are four boundary conditions as it is a second-order differential equation with two unknown parameters ($R_+$ and $[HA]$) as follows:

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = 0 \text{ at center of the droplet,}$$

$$\int \int \int \rho \, dV = \text{net droplet charge.}$$

$$\int \int \int c_+ dV = \text{moles of } +1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } H^+ \text{).}$$

and

$$\int \int \int (c_A + c_{HA}) dV = \text{combined moles of acid and conjugate base in droplet.}$$

Instead of determining the boundary condition by conserving the total amount of HA and $A^-$ in the microdroplet separately, the boundary conditions are determined by conserving the total sum of the moles of HA and $A^-$ in the microdroplet and then enforcing the constraint of Eq. (9) at all locations in the droplet. There is a weak interaction between the dipole moment of neutral molecules and the divergence of the electric field. We have shown in our previous work\(^2\) that this has a negligible effect on the distribution of neutral species in the microdroplet, and we approximate neutral species as having a constant concentration throughout the microdroplet.

The governing equation for a weak acid buffer is derived in the section titled Calculations at the end of this manuscript and incorporates the constraint in Eq. (9). The resulting governing equation is as follows:

$$\frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r^2 \frac{\partial [H^+]}{\partial r} \right) = \frac{F}{V_T} \left( (1 + R_+) [H^+] + (K_a + K_v [HA]) /[H^+] \right),$$

where $[HA]$ is the concentration of weak acid in the microdroplet and is also an unknown parameter in the differential equation. Notably, it is not the same as the concentration of weak acid in the precursor solution used to form the microdroplet. Again, there are four boundary conditions as it is a second-order differential equation with two unknown parameters ($R_+$ and $[HA]$) as follows:

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = 0 \text{ at center of the droplet,}$$

$$\int \int \int \rho \, dV = \text{net droplet charge.}$$

$$\int \int \int c_+ dV = \text{moles of } +1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } H^+ \text{).}$$

and

$$\int \int \int (c_A + c_{HA}) dV = \text{combined moles of acid and conjugate base in droplet.}$$

FIG. 2. Radial ion distributions (a) and (b) and radial electric field strength (c) and (d) in 5 μm diameter neutral aqueous microdroplets with a surface charge density of 0.01 nC per nm² at 25 °C. Internal ion average concentrations are as follows: (a) and (c) 100 nM negative strong electrolyte and 20.0 μM positive strong electrolyte and (b) and (d) 1 μM negative strong electrolyte and 20.9 μM positive strong electrolyte. The radial concentrations of the OH⁻ ion (blue), H^+ ion (red), positive strong electrolyte (yellow), and negative strong electrolyte (purple) are shown.
The boundary condition in Eq. (14) conserves the sum of \( A^- \) and HA species as this is a known quantity in the microdroplet precursor solution and conserved in the transition to a microdroplet.

We solve the case of an acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer with a pK\(_a\) value of 4.75. A careful examination of Eqs. (3) and (10) shows that they are the same when \( K_{\text{HA}} = K_{\text{A}} \). In Fig. 2(b), we can substitute in the acetate ion for the strong negative electrolyte for the specific case when the concentration of acetic acid is 2.26 nM in the microdroplet. The precursor solution would consist of 19.9 \( \mu \text{M} \) SDS, 1 \( \mu \text{M} \) sodium acetate, and 2.26 nM acetic acid, with a pH of 9.69, which is well outside a useful pH range of this buffer.

It makes more sense to compare microdroplets from the precursor solutions of 19.9 \( \mu \text{M} \) SDS and 1 \( \mu \text{M} \) NaCl shown in Fig. 2(b) to a buffered solution of 19.9 \( \mu \text{M} \) SDS, 1 \( \mu \text{M} \) sodium acetate, and 1 \( \mu \text{M} \) acetic acid, which has a pH of 4.75, the optimal pH for an acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer. The ion distributions for this microdroplet are shown in Fig. 3 and are different from those in Fig. 2(b). Figure 3 provides an even more powerful example of how the moles of \( H^+ \) and \( OH^- \) are not conserved. The \( -\log_{10}(\text{average}[H^+]) \) and \( -\log_{10}(\text{average}[OH^-]) \) of the microdroplet are 6.0 and 7.3, respectively, with \( -\log_{10}(\text{average}[H^+]) \) ranging from 4.4 at the edge to 6.8 at the center. Note that despite the presence of the buffer, a strong radial \( [H^+] \) gradient persists inside the microdroplet. Furthermore, this is not simply an increase in \([H^+]\) at the edge of the microdroplet. The center of the microdroplet at \( -\log_{10}(\text{average}[H^+]) \) of 6.84 is shifted from the pH 4.75 of the buffered precursor solution, and the acetic acid concentration has shifted from 1 \( \mu \text{M} \) in the precursor solution to a mere 24.9 nM in the microdroplet. Most of the acetic acid has dissociated to form additional acetate ions needed to satisfy the EDL governing equation. Nonetheless, the chemical equilibria of both the buffer and water autolysis are met in all locations within the microdroplet. This demonstrates how different the environment within a microdroplet can be from its precursor solution.

The \([H^+]\) gradient in a microdroplet opens the possibility of acid or base catalyzed reactions being catalyzed in a microdroplet. Depending on the microdroplet buffer solution, it is possible to get microdroplets that contain both acidic and basic regions at the same time. Furthermore, the ion gradients can alter the net reaction rate in a microdroplet away from the reaction rate of the average concentrations. Of particular note are reactions with ions concentrated toward the surface (in the example case, positive ions) reacting with any surface-bound species, either neutral or charged.

**Potential energy of charge separation in a microdroplet**

The extent of charge separation within the microdroplet can be quantified by calculating the electrostatic potential energy of the ion configuration of the microdroplet. The electrostatic potential energy of the charge configuration \( (\rho_s) \) in a spherically symmetric microdroplet of radius R can be expressed as

$$U_p = \frac{1}{2} \int_V \rho(r) \varphi(r) \, dV + \frac{1}{2} \int_{\partial S} \varphi(r) \, dS,$$

(15)

where the two terms are an integral of the free charge density \( \rho \) times the potential \( \varphi \) over the volume of the microdroplet and the electric potential at the surface times the surface charge density \( \sigma \) integrated over the surface of the microdroplet. Because we are concerned primarily with the change in potential energy, the location of the zero potential can be chosen arbitrarily for net-neutral microdroplets. Following our previous work, we define the zero potential to be at the center of the microdroplet. For systems where the microdroplet has a net charge, more care must be taken with the location of zero potential, and \( \varphi(\infty) = 0 \) should be used.

**Reaction pathways that can be driven by microdroplets**

Having established the ion distributions in a microdroplet and quantified the resulting potential energy related to the charge separation in a microdroplet, we consider reaction pathways that alter the extent of charge separation in the microdroplet. There are a wide variety of such reaction pathways. One reaction pathway would be for a surface-bound ion \( (S^-) \) to oxidize a dissolved neutral species \( (N^0) \) to form a dissolved negative ion \( (N^-) \) and a neutral species \( (S^0) \). We refer to this process as the ion-to-ion reaction pathway,

$$S^- + N^0 \rightarrow S^0 + N^-.$$

This reaction pathway lowers the surface charge density of the microdroplet while increasing the number of dissolved negative ions.
in the areas of the microdroplet with positive net charge density, thereby lowering the charge separation in the microdroplet.

Another reaction pathway would be for a surface-bound ion ($S^-$) to react with a dissolved positive ion ($P^+$) to form a neutral species ($N^0$). We refer to this as the ion-to-neutral reaction pathway,

$$S^- + P^+ \rightarrow N^0.$$  

This reaction pathway lowers the surface charge density of the microdroplet while also lowering the number of dissolved positive ions in the areas of the microdroplet with positive net charge density. This also lowers the charge separation in the microdroplet.

There are other less intuitive reaction pathways that lower the charge separation, for example, a reaction that takes two divalent dissolved positive ions ($P^{2+}$) and combines them into a divalent dissolved positive ion ($P^{2+}$),

$$P^+ + P^+ \rightarrow P^{2+}.$$ 

The increase in the valence of the ions composing the EDL shifts the ion distribution in the EDL. The areas of positive net charge density are compressed toward the edge of the microdroplet by this change in ion valence. This effectively brings the regions of negative and positive net charges closer to each other, and thus, this reaction pathway lowers the charge separation in the microdroplet. This is by no means an exhaustive list. It can get immensely more complex if reactions that form weak electrolytes and the following cascade of interrelated chemical equilibria are considered. Note that different reaction pathways may experience different driving forces as they do not affect the charge separation of the microdroplet in the same manner.

**Microdroplet driving force on an ion-to-ion reaction pathway**

We concern ourselves primarily with the ion-to-ion reaction pathway where a surface bound ion oxidizes a dissolved neutral species to form a dissolved negative ion and a neutral species. At a very fundamental level, an applied voltage to a reaction can be expressed as the change in the potential energy of the macroscopic system ($U$) per unit of charge transferred in the reaction, omitting the thermodynamics of the specific reaction itself. The thermodynamics of the specific reaction are omitted as we calculate the additional driving force supplied to the reaction from the system. The applied voltage ($V$) can be expressed mathematically as a partial derivative of the potential energy of $U$ per coulomb of charge transferred by the reaction ($\epsilon_{\text{ext}}$) along the path of the reaction,

$$V = \frac{\partial U}{\partial \epsilon_{\text{ext}}} \bigg|_{\text{along reaction path}}. \quad (16)$$

For the ion-to-ion reaction, the moles of surface-bound ions ($N_0$) are decreased with a corresponding increase in the moles of internal strong electrolyte negative ions ($N_S$); meanwhile, both the moles of the strong electrolyte ($N_0$) and the sum of moles of surface-bound ions ($N_S$) and strong electrolyte negative ions ($N_S$) in the microdroplet are held constant. The moles of $H^+$ and $OH^-$ are allowed to vary in accordance with the equilibrium constant of water.

---

**FIG. 4.** Illustrations of two adiabatic reaction pathways: (a) ion-to-ion reaction pathway and (b) ion-to-neutral reaction pathway. In both figures, we have assumed that the surfactant is negatively charged, but this choice is arbitrary, as explained in the text.
and EDL considerations,

\[ V = \frac{\partial U}{\partial N_s} \bigg|_{N_e(N_s+N_a)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

We recently used the same methodology on a similar case involving a planar surface as opposed to a microdroplet.\textsuperscript{30} In that one-dimensional case, the potential energy of an EDL was used to drive a reaction, wherein a static charge on a surface was imparted to the liquid via a redox reaction. This one-dimensional case was solved analytically for \( U \), and then, the derivative of \( U \) with respect to the surface charge density was used to calculate the voltage.

Unfortunately, we do not have an analytical solution for \( U \) for spherical microdroplets. We treat the reaction as an adiabatic process, wherein the reaction is slow relative to the microdroplet reestablishing its EDL equilibrium. This allows us to consider the reaction in a stepwise manner as depicted in Fig. 4. First, the potential energy of the microdroplet in its equilibrium EDL is calculated, the ion amounts in the microdroplet are adjusted along the reaction pathway, and the potential energy of the microdroplet in its equilibrium EDL with the changed ion concentrations is calculated. This is repeated with small steps along the reaction pathway to estimate the derivative of \( U \) and thus determine the voltage. Again, the thermodynamics of the specific reaction are omitted from the calculation of \( U \) as we calculate the additional driving force supplied to the reaction from the microdroplet.

Figure 5 shows the change in the number of ions within the microdroplet over the course of the ion-to-ion reaction pathway for the same two microdroplets as in Fig. 2. As per the specifications of the ion-to-ion reaction, the amount of positive strong electrolytes remains unchanged by the reaction, and surface-bound ions are converted to negative strong electrolyte ions stoichiometrically. Interestingly, however, the count of \( \text{H}^+ \) ions and \( \text{OH}^- \) ions is not constant. Instead, we observe the recombination of \( \text{H}^+ \) and \( \text{OH}^- \) ions coupled to the reaction via the EDL.

It is important to recall at this point that the moles of \( \text{H}^+ \) and \( \text{OH}^- \) are allowed to vary in accordance with the equilibrium constant of water and EDL considerations, and their amounts are not necessarily fixed along the reaction pathway. The recombination of \( \text{OH}^- \) and \( \text{H}^+ \) provides another source of potential energy, in this case chemical potential energy (\( U_{\text{chem}} \)), which becomes coupled to the ion-to-ion reaction through the EDL of the microdroplet. Like the electrostatic potential energy, we are interested in the change in this potential energy as the reaction takes place so the zero potential can be chosen arbitrarily. We define zero potential as if every mole of \( \text{OH}^- \) reacted to form water and the coupled chemical potential

---

**FIG. 5.** Change in the ion count as a reaction takes place that converts surface ions to strong univalent negative electrolyte ions for 5 μm diameter neutral aqueous microdroplets with an initial surface charge density of 0.01 ions per nm\(^2\). Initial internal ion average concentrations are as follows: (a) and (b) 100 mM negative strong electrolyte and 20.0 μM positive strong electrolyte and (c) and (d) 1 μM negative strong electrolyte and 20.9 μM positive strong electrolyte. (a) and (c) show the change in ion counts for surface-bound ions (green), \( \text{OH}^- \) ions (blue), \( \text{H}^+ \) ions (red), positive strong electrolyte (yellow), and negative strong electrolyte (purple). (b) and (d) show the electrostatic potential energy of the EDL (black) and the total count of \( \text{H}^+ \) ions in the microdroplet (red).
energy as the product of the moles of OH\textsuperscript{-} and the enthalpy of water recombination,

\[ U_{\text{chem}} = N_{\text{OH}} \times \Delta H_{\text{water}} \]  

(18)

Here, \( \Delta H_{\text{water}} \) is the enthalpy in Joules per mole of the recombination of OH\textsuperscript{-} and H\textsuperscript{+} to form water and \( N_{\text{OH}} \) is the total moles of OH\textsuperscript{-} in the microdroplet. The chemical potential energy for other chemical equilibria that are present in the microdroplet can be included in a similar manner. The change in \( U_{\text{chem}} \) over the course of the main reaction contributes an effective voltage, \( V_{\text{chem}} \), owing to the coupling between the two reactions caused by the microdroplet EDL. As expected, the electrostatic potential energy (\( U_{\text{el}} \)) of the microdroplet changes as the reaction takes place, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d). This change in potential energy as the reaction occurs contributes an effective voltage, \( V_{\text{el}} \). Table 1 summarizes the effective voltages from these two processes. The macroscopic potential energy of the microdroplet is then simply the sum of the electrostatic potential energy and the coupled chemical potential energy,

\[ U = U_{\text{el}} + U_{\text{chem}} \]  

(19)

The observed decrease in effective voltage as the ion concentration increases within the microdroplet is expected. In the limit of high ion concentrations, the EDL becomes thin relative to the diameter of the microdroplet, and the behavior of the system returns to that of a bulk solution with a very thin double layer at the surface.

As previously mentioned, many different reactions are possible. For example, a redox reaction could form a weak electrolyte that goes on to react further with a different chemical equilibrium within the microdroplet. In each case, a gradient of \( U \) can be taken that preserves the appropriate ion conservation given by the stoichiometry of the reactions involved. This gradient will vary as per the specifics of the reaction under consideration. The calculations as presented below include options for calculating numerically the \( U \) value of a droplet for any solvent, either sign for the surface charge, any net charge on the droplet, and with or without weak electrolytes, such as buffers. Furthermore, it includes options for multivalent ions. Most chemical reactions in microdroplets can be expressed within this framework.

**TABLE 1.** Ion-to-ion reaction driving force on 5 \( \mu \)m diameter neutral aqueous microdroplets with a surface charge density of 0.01 ions per nm\textsuperscript{2}. Internal ion average concentrations are the 100 nM negative strong electrolyte and 20.0 \( \mu \)M positive strong electrolyte for droplet (a) and 1 \( \mu \)M negative strong electrolyte and 20.0 \( \mu \)M positive strong electrolyte for droplet (b). \( r^2 \) is the coefficient of determination for the fit of the points displayed in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Droplet</th>
<th>Salt concentration</th>
<th>Voltage source</th>
<th>Voltage (mV)</th>
<th>( r^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>100 nM</td>
<td>( V_{\text{chem}} )</td>
<td>73.0 (0.998 544)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( V_{\text{el}} )</td>
<td>38.1 (0.999 981)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( V_{\text{total}} )</td>
<td>111 (0.999 293)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>1 ( \mu )M</td>
<td>( V_{\text{chem}} )</td>
<td>30.6 (0.999 606)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( V_{\text{el}} )</td>
<td>34.6 (0.999 994)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( V_{\text{total}} )</td>
<td>65.2 (0.999 888)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 6.** Microdroplet driving force along an ion-to-ion reaction pathway: total driving force (blue, mV), electrostatic contribution (green, mV), and water recombination contribution (red, mV). The microdroplet remains constant at 5 \( \mu \)m diameter and 25°C. Ions are conserved according to the reaction stoichiometry and water recombination stoichiometry. Initial parameters at the start of reaction are as follows: (a) 0.010 ions per nm\textsuperscript{2} surface charge, 100 nM negative strong electrolyte, and 20.0 \( \mu \)M positive strong electrolyte and (b) 0.015 ions per nm\textsuperscript{2} surface charge, 100 nM negative strong electrolyte, and 30.0 \( \mu \)M positive strong electrolyte.
electrolyte, and all other ions are conserved according to the reaction stoichiometry and water recombination stoichiometry. Under these conditions, the highest possible surface charge density, reached when the negative strong electrolyte is 0 M, is $10.05 \times 10^{-3}$ ions per nm$^2$. Obviously, higher surface charge densities are possible, but they require different concentrations of species in the microdroplet and thus have different voltages as the surface is discharged from the example depicted in Fig. 6(a).

A similar example of a reaction starting from a higher surface charge density microdroplet is shown in Fig. 6(b). In this example, once the diameter is fixed at 5 μm and ions are conserved according to the reaction stoichiometry and water recombination stoichiometry. However, the positive strong electrolyte is at 30.0 μM to maintain a net charge neutral microdroplet overall. When this microdroplet reaction has progressed down to 0.010 ions per nm$^2$, where Fig. 6(a) starts, there is a significantly higher concentration of salt within the microdroplet than the case shown in Fig. 6(a), which causes a significantly different reaction driving force.

Interestingly, the contribution from recombination at first dominates the reaction and then quickly falls off as the negative electrolyte is formed by the reaction. Comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), while the driving force is increased by the increased surface charge density, the water recombination contribution to the behavior of driving force seems to be far more sensitive to a low concentration of the negative strong electrolyte as opposed to the specific surface charge. The increase in voltage when a product species is in low concentration is reminiscent of the half-cell voltage calculated from the Nernst equation from which an infinite voltage is calculated for the limit of no initial product. This is also why we do not calculate the microdroplet case containing no negative strong electrolyte.

**Microdroplet reaction driving force changes along the ion-to-neutral reaction pathway**

For the surface charge recombination reaction pathway, a surface-bound ion reacts with a dissolved positive ion to form a neutral species. The stoichiometry of the reaction maintains a fixed difference between the moles of the strong electrolyte ($N_p$) and moles of surface-bound ions ($N_s$); meanwhile, the moles of strong electrolyte negative ions ($N_n$) are held constant. Again, the moles of $\text{H}^+$ and $\text{OH}^-$ are allowed to vary in accordance with the equilibrium constant of water and EDL considerations. Equation (16) can be expressed with these conditions as follows:

$$V = \frac{\partial U}{\partial N_s} \left|_{N_v(N_p-N_s)} \right., \quad (20)$$

This reaction pathway is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Again, we treat the reaction as an adiabatic process, wherein the reaction is slow relative to the microdroplet reestablishing its EDL equilibrium. This allows us to consider the reaction in a stepwise manner as depicted in Fig. 4(b). First, the potential energy of the microdroplet in its equilibrium EDL is calculated, the ion amounts in the microdroplet are adjusted along the reaction pathway, and the potential energy of the microdroplet in its equilibrium EDL with the changed ion concentrations is calculated. This is repeated with small steps along the reaction pathway to estimate the derivative of $U$ and thus determine the voltage. The thermodynamics of the specific reaction are omitted from the calculation of $U$ as we calculate the additional driving force supplied to the reaction from the microdroplet.

Figure 7 depicts an ion-to-neutral reaction starting from the same microdroplet as is depicted in Fig. 2(a) whose ion-to-ion reaction pathway is shown in Fig. 6(a). Note that the two reaction pathways experience different driving forces from the microdroplet. As the surface is discharged, the contribution from the electrostatic potential energy portion drops. Rather unintuitively, the contribution from the water recombination increases as the surface charge decreases until sharply dropping off at low surface charge densities. Unlike in the ion-to-ion reaction case, where the increase in strong electrolytes leads to an initially large amount of recombination of the acidic and basic portions of the microdroplet, in the ion-to-neutral reaction case, the reaction decreases the moles of strong electrolytes in the microdroplet, inhibiting the recombination of acidic and basic portions of the microdroplet over the course of the reaction. Eventually, the drop in surface charge overcomes the decrease in strong electrolytes and the acidic and basic portions recombine (large contribution at this point) and then the water recombination contribution to the driving force decreases sharply once the microdroplet no longer has a significant $[\text{H}^+]$ gradient. This illustrates the complexity of reactions taking place inside a microdroplet.

**Microdroplet reaction driving force dependence on the microdroplet radius**

The size of the microdroplet can have a large effect on the resulting voltage. Comparisons of microdroplets with the same...
FIG. 8. Microdroplet driving force vs. an ion-to-ion reaction from microdroplets of different diameters with a surface charge of 0.01 ions per nm² made from precursor solutions with ionic strength and pH values as detailed in Table II. Shown are the total driving force (blue, mV), electrostatic contribution (green, mV), and water recombination contribution (red, mV).

surface charge density but different diameters are complicated by several factors. Unlike a traditional EDL, microdroplets lack a bulk solution to use as the reference for comparing the microdroplets of the same ionic strength and [H⁺]. For the following comparison between microdroplets of different sizes, we consider microdroplets wherein the precursor bulk solution is of the same ionic strength and pH. Importantly, we neglect any contribution of the surfactant species of the microdroplet to the ionic strength of precursor solution. A further challenge is the variation in the counterion concentration with the microdroplet diameter. The number of surface ions, and thus corresponding dissolved counterions, scales with the radius squared, whereas the volume of the microdroplet scales with the radius cubed. To address this issue, we maintain the ionic strength of precursor solution by first including the necessary surfactant concentration to give the surface charge density and then varying the concentration of the dissolved strong electrolyte salt in the microdroplet precursor. Notably, this places a lower bound on the radii that can be used for a given ionic strength and surface charge density. A minimum radius is reached where the counterion concentration alone exceeds the desired ionic strength. In the example shown in Fig. 8, a diameter of 4.9 µm is impossible for the given ionic strength and surface charge density. The resulting precursor solutions for the microdroplets in Fig. 8 are given in Table II.

As a microdroplet increases in size, the driving force on the chemical reaction quickly drops off. This is the expected result, as in the limit of the large radius, the microdroplet should return to the same behavior as a bulk solution. For the electrostatic portion of the driving force, it returns to the limit of one thermal volt (25.7 mV at 25 °C) for a planar surface discharging an electrostatic charge. We have discussed this limit in a previous publication.14 Figure 8 provides a rationale for why the microdroplet radius and spherical geometry play a crucial role in microdroplet chemistry beyond simply providing a high surface area environment. Many other mechanisms in microdroplets depend linearly on the surface area to volume ratio, which has a 1/R dependence on the droplet radius.15 Here, the dependence on energy in the EDL, which depends nonlinearly on the surface area to volume ratio, causes the observed reaction driving forces to not follow this 1/R trend.

### DISCUSSION

#### Extrapolation to higher surface charge densities

In an electrochemical cell, the electrostatic potential energy is discharged to drive a chemical reaction. The electrostatic potential energy is supplied by an external voltage power supply. In a microdroplet, we see the electrostatic potential energy of the microdroplet EDL acting as the “power supply” to drive a chemical reaction. Consequently, we consider microdroplets to act like an electrochemical cell. In the case with the largest driving force that we considered, the driving force was 111 mV. This value is quite modest from the viewpoint of electrochemical reactions. However, a surface charge density of only 0.01 charges per nm² was used to calculate this result, which is a quite low surface charge density. We therefore suspect that in many instances, the driving force of a reaction in a microdroplet may be higher. This speculation is further supported by the expected breakdown of the continuum model at the surface periphery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Surface charge density (ions per nm²)</th>
<th>Counterion concentration (µM)</th>
<th>Salt concentration (nM)</th>
<th>Ionic strength (µM)</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>18.98</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>18.12</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>16.61</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>2947</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>3836</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>11.07</td>
<td>4528</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>5082</td>
<td>10.0635</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Unfortunately, the differential equation involved in this work is rather stiff and becomes increasingly difficult to solve at higher surface charge densities. Furthermore, this model is the derivative from the one-dimensional Gouy–Chapman model, which is known to break down at higher surface charge densities owing to the dilute assumption of the ion flux equations. This can be corrected by the inclusion of a Stern layer near the surface followed by a diffuse portion of the EDL. The diffuse portion can then be modeled as in this paper with the Stern layer considered part of the atomic surface layer. However, such a treatment would not include the potential energy of the Stern layer itself in the model. We suggest using a more complex EDL model to account for such effects as a promising avenue for future work. The present study does demonstrate the existence of these driving forces and indicates how they sensitively depend on the microdroplet size and species concentrations, including those that might have been naively thought of as inert spectator ions that do not affect reactions in the microdroplet.

Despite the stiffness of the governing equation, we were able to calculate the resulting ion distributions and voltage of a 1 ion per nm², 5 μm diameter microdroplet as shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, the strong positive electrolyte species is predicted to have a concentration of 7.45 M. This lies outside the dilute ion flux assumption made in the calculation. A similar failure of the one-dimensional Gouy-Chapman model is well known for cases with high surface charge densities. It is indicative of the formation of a Stern layer in the EDL.

Neglecting the issue of high concentrations, the microdroplet driving force is only slightly higher than the lower surface charge density microdroplets previously shown. The total driving force is 169 mV (r² = 0.999 305), with the electrostatic component contributing 32 mV (r² = 0.999 997) and the water recombination component contributing the other 137 mV (r² = 0.998 941). While the driving force remains similar, the amount of electrostatic energy stored in the microdroplet EDL at 322 J is roughly two orders of magnitude higher than that of similar microdroplets with two orders of magnitude lower surface charge density.

**Size effects on microdroplet chemistry**

The chemistry in the microdroplet is quite sensitive to the size of the microdroplet. If the microdroplet is too big, the system returns to a case of a one-dimensional planar interface and the driving force is too small to exert much effect. If the microdroplet is too small, the charges are not sufficiently separated to store significant amounts of energy. Thus, there is an optimum size range for microdroplet chemistry that is driven by these effects. This makes microdroplet chemistry unique from both bulk chemistry and cluster chemistry. The defining features of the size range are the significant depletion of oppositely charged ions to the surface charge and accumulation of similarly charged ions to the surface charge at the center of the microdroplet.

It is tempting to imagine that accelerated chemical reactions observed in microdroplets occur only from the partial solvation of the species at its surface. If this were the case, microdroplets of different sizes but the same surface concentrations of reactants should all exhibit the same reaction rate. These reactions would be observed on the surfaces of dilute bulk solutions, which is not the case. Consequently, while partial solvation is certainly important in the chemistry of microdroplets, more must exist to this story. We suggest that the electric field arising from the EDL and the mechanism presented here, which adds an additional driving force, may make important contributions to the origins of accelerated reactions in microdroplets in some cases.

**Limitations of the model**

Our work relies on a continuum model. Continuum models are extremely useful in allowing calculus to be applied to a system of discrete charges. With continuum models, one should be cautious to double check that the concentrations still represent enough particles that their time-averaged motion acts in a continuum manner. For smaller microdroplets, an atomistic approach is to be preferred. For example, consider a water microdroplet with a volume of 1 fl and an average [H⁺] of 10⁻⁹ M. Simple geometry will show the diameter to be 1.24 μm,

\[ 1 \text{ fl} = 4\pi r^3 / 3, \]

and the radius

\[ r = 0.620 \mu m. \]

![FIG. 9](image) Neutral aqueous microdroplets of 5 μm diameter with a surface charge density of 1 ion per nm². Internal ion average concentrations are the 100 mM negative strong electrolyte and 20.0 μM positive strong electrolyte. (a) Radial concentrations of the OH⁻ ion (blue), H⁺ ion (red), positive strong electrolyte (yellow), and negative strong electrolyte (purple). (b) Electrostatic potential energy of the EDL (black) and the total count of H⁺ ions in the microdroplet (red).
This, while small, is still within the range of microdroplet sizes we are interested in. If we calculate the total moles of the H\(^+\) ion within the microdroplet, we obtain \(10^{-24}\) mol. Using Avogadro’s number, we find a total of 0.6022 molecules of the H\(^+\) ion. Obviously, we cannot have a fractional count of molecules in the microdroplet. In the case of the H\(^+\) ion, this represents that 60% of the time, a molecule of H\(^+\) exists within the droplet. Obviously, the electric field generated by a single H\(^+\) ion that only exists 60% of the time is not going to be well represented by a continuum model for the ion distribution in the microdroplet. This is danger that we need to remain aware of when working in a continuum model. Similarly, for a 1 fl. microdroplet containing an average [H\(^+\)] of \(10^{-9}\) M, the count of OH\(^-\) ions effectively disappears from the system.

We are aided by geometry, as the volume of the microdroplet scales as the cube of the diameter. Thus, a 12.4 μm diameter microdroplet has a volume of 1 pl. and, if we assume an average [H\(^+\)] of \(10^{-9}\) M, there are 602 molecules of H\(^+\), which is well approximated by a continuum model. Conversely, applying continuum models to nanodroplets should be done with great care as the ion count problem becomes significantly worse at that scale.

There are a few technical notes related to the derivation. We approximate that dielectric strength (\(\epsilon\)), water autoionization constant (\(K_w\)), and other chemical equilibrium constants are all independent of the electric field strength. A missing element in this model is changes in the entropy of the microdroplet. In addition to changes in the potential energy of the system, there are also changes in entropy related to the confinement of ions into the EDL. The changes in entropy as the EDL changes the shape are not currently accounted for and present an interesting avenue for future work.

Finally, it should be recognized that this model is incomplete in describing the full breadth of reaction mechanisms in a microdroplet. We fail to treat the several layers of molecules at the interface of the microdroplet, rather than to assign them a two-dimensional surface charge density. Reactions occurring in this peripheral layer experience effects related to the atomistic environment, such as the orientation of solvent molecules at that interface, the partial solvation of reactants, and the electric field effect in altering the dielectric constant and equilibrium constants. For example, see works done by Narendra and co-workers,\(^5\) Hao and co-workers,\(^6\) and others.\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^4\) Thus, our treatment may actually be an underestimate of the driving forces that accelerate reactions in microdroplets.

**CONCLUSION**

A water microdroplet EDL stores potential energy both electrostatically and chemically by altering other internal chemical equilibria of the microdroplet. This stored potential energy can be utilized to drive chemical reactions, much like an electrochemical cell. Energy is stored electrostatically in both ion gradients in the EDL and the [H\(^+\)] gradient and any chemical equilibrium of ions within the microdroplet. As reactions progress in the microdroplet, these additional sources of energy couple and drive the reaction. Of note is the energy gained by the recombination of H\(^+\) and OH\(^-\) across the microdroplet. This provides the major contribution to the calculated effective voltage for the ion-to-ion reaction pathway. These microdroplet driving forces on reactions within them are particularly sensitive to the size of the microdroplet and cause chemistry to occur that is unique to microdroplets as opposed to bulk solution or nanoclusters.

**Calculations**

The distribution of species in a microdroplet is derived from ion conservation and Gauss’s law. The concentrations of all ion species are rewritten into functions of the H\(^+\) ion concentration, resulting in a second-order differential equation that is solved numerically to calculate the EDL. Finally, a pseudo-steady-state condition is used to calculate the driving force on a reaction using a series of microdroplet EDL configurations following the stoichiometry of the chemical reaction of interest.

**Ion conservation**

The ion conservation equation includes a divergence of the Nernst–Planck flux \(j_i\) and a chemical reaction source term \(R_i\):\(^5\)

\[
\frac{\partial c_i}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot j_i + R_i. \tag{23}
\]

Here, \(c_i\) is the local concentration of the \(i\)th species (mole m\(^{-3}\)), \(t\) is the time (s), \(j_i\) is the flux of the \(i\)th species (mole m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), and \(R_i\) is the net local reaction rate of the \(i\)th species (mole m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\)). The steady-state solution is defined by \(\partial c_i/\partial t = 0\). The Nernst–Planck flux is written as the sum of three terms, bulk motion (\(c_i\bar{u}\)), electromigration (\(\mu_i F c_i \nabla \varphi\)), and a (dilute system) diffusion flux (\(D_i \nabla c_i\)),\(^26\) which is a commonly used approximation based on infinite dilution,

\[
j_i = c_i \bar{u} - \mu_i F c_i \nabla \varphi - D_i \nabla c_i. \tag{24}\]

Here, \(\mu_i\) is the ion mobility (mol m\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)), \(F\) is Faraday’s constant (C mol\(^{-1}\)), \(e_i\) is the ion charge (unitless but signed), \(\varphi\) is the electric potential (V), and \(D_i\) is the diffusion coefficient (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)).

We assume a microdroplet that is at pseudo-chemical equilibrium (all species except the slow reaction of interest at equilibrium). This dictates that \(R_i = 0\) everywhere within the microdroplet. For those with concerns about buffers interacting with [H\(^+\)] gradients inside EDLs, we have previously shown that for systems following a Boltzmann distribution of ions (as is true in this case), chemical equilibrium is achieved throughout the EDL.\(^24\) This includes [H\(^+\)] gradients inside EDLs being stable despite the presence of a buffer.

We also assume that the bulk liquid in the microdroplet does not move in the reference frame of the droplet, \(\bar{u} = 0\), thereby eliminating the first term in Eq. (24). We further simplify Eq. (24) by using the Nernst–Einstein equation,\(^37\) which relates the diffusion coefficient and ion mobility via a temperature-dependent constant (with units of electric constant), known as the thermal voltage \(V_T\),

\[
V_T = \frac{D_i}{\mu_i F} = \frac{k_B T}{e}. \tag{25}\]

This leaves behind a very simple ion conservation law for the microdroplets,

\[-e_i \nabla \varphi = V_T \nabla c_i. \tag{26}\]
Note that integrating Eq. (27) gives a familiar Boltzmann distribution of ions as follows:

\[ c_i = c_i^0 \exp(-z_i \varphi / V_T), \quad (27) \]

where \( c_i^0 \) is the concentration of the \( i \)th ion in the center of the microdroplet.

Next, we consider the differential form of Gauss's law as follows:

\[ \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon \nabla \varphi) = -\rho, \quad (28) \]

where \( \rho \) is the local charge density (C m\(^{-3}\)) and \( \varepsilon \) is the dielectric constant (F m\(^{-1}\)). Replacing \( \nabla \varphi \) using Eq. (26), we obtain

\[ \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{V_T}{\varepsilon} \nabla \varphi \right) = \rho. \quad (29) \]

Up to this point, the equations are general with regard to the shape of the system. We now assume a spherical droplet in which \( c_i \) depends only on the radial distance \( r \).

Converting to spherical coordinates and assuming that \( \varepsilon \) is a scalar whose value is independent of the electric field strength, we find

\[ \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r^2 \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial r} \right) = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \rho}{\varepsilon V_T}. \quad (30) \]

**Charge density expansion**

We expand the local charge density in terms of the ion concentrations as follows:

\[ \rho = \sum_{i} F_{z_i} c_i. \quad (31) \]

Next, we write out all other species concentrations as functions of the \( H^+ \) ion concentration, \([H^+]\), in the microdroplet. We previously stated that the steady-state solution of the system has all locations at chemical equilibrium. As such, we can relate the concentrations of \( H^+ \) and \( OH^- \) via the equilibrium constant of water \( (K_w) \) as follows:

\[ [OH^-] = K_w/[H^+]. \quad (32) \]

A similar equation can be written for weak acids and bases. We approximate neutral species as having a single concentration throughout the droplet. Our previous work\(^8\) has shown that the effect of the divergence of the electric field in a microdroplet on the dipole of a neutral molecule can be neglected. For example, the concentration of a generic weak acid (H\(A^-\)) and its conjugate base (A\(^-\)) can be expressed in terms of the \( H^+ \) concentration as follows:

\[ [A^-] = K_w[HA]/[H^+]. \quad (33) \]

Multiprotic acids and bases can be written as functions of \( H^+ \) concentration, equilibrium constants, and neutral species by combining the equilibrium constant equations of the various deprotonation steps.

Finally, we need to address strong electrolyte species, which, by their nature, do not have equilibrium constants with \( H^+ \) ions. Ions of the same valence have the same ratio at all points within the microdroplet. Let us start with \( +1 \) charged species. Taking the ratio of the species and \( H^+ \) ion concentrations and substituting in the Boltzmann equation shown in Eq. (27), we obtain

\[ \frac{c_i}{[H^+]} = \frac{c_i^0 \exp(-\varphi / V_T)}{[H^+]} \frac{c_i^0}{[H^+]} = R_+. \quad (34) \]

Here, \([H^+]\) is the \( H^+ \) concentration at the center of the microdroplet. The value of \( R_+ \) is a unknown parameter in the differential equation and is determined by the boundary conditions. Rearranging Eq. (34), we obtain

\[ c_i = R_+[H^+] \text{ for } z_i = +1. \quad (35) \]

which can be used to simplify the governing differential equation by replacing \( +1 \) charged ions with a dependence on the concentration of \( [H^+] \).

Similarly, for \(-1 \) charged species, taking the ratio of the species and \( OH^- \) ion concentrations and substituting in Eq. (27) yield a constant ratio throughout the microdroplet as follows:

\[ \frac{c_i}{[OH^-]} = \frac{c_i^0 \exp(-\varphi / V_T)}{[OH^-]} \frac{c_i^0}{[OH^-]} = R_- \quad (36) \]

where \([OH^-]\) is the concentration of \( OH^- \) at the center of the microdroplet. Relating \([OH^-]\) to \([H^+]\) gives the following that can be used to simplify the following governing equation:

\[ c_i = R_-K_w/[H^+] \text{ for } z_i = -1. \quad (37) \]

Once again, the value of this ratio, \( R_- \), is an unknown parameter in the differential equation and is determined by the boundary conditions. For systems with strong electrolyte ions of larger valences, if a weak electrolyte ion of the same valence has been already written as a function of \( [H^+] \), then a ratio can be constructed. If this is not the case, then a system of differential equations must be constructed as we have done previously\(^9\).

In this work, the saltwater examples are systems containing \( H^+ \), \( OH^- \), and two strong electrolytes of \(+1 \) and \(-1 \) respectively. For these systems of ions, expanding Eq. (31) and using the substitutions from Eqs. (32), (35), and (37) give the following:

\[ \rho = F(1 + R_+) [H^+] + F(1 + R_-)K_w/[H^+]. \quad (38) \]

Substitution of Eq. (38) into Eq. (30) yields our governing differential equation of the system as follows:

\[ \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r^2 \frac{\partial [H^+]}{\partial r} \right) = \frac{F}{\varepsilon V_T} \left( (1 + R_+) [H^+] + (1 + R_-)K_w/[H^+] \right). \quad (39) \]

Our boundary conditions of the solution are

\[ \nabla [H^+] = 0 \text{ at center of the droplet}, \quad (40) \]

total surface charge \[ \oint \rho dV = 0, \quad (41) \]
\[ \iiint_V c_+ \, dV = \text{moles of } +1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } H^+) \] (42)
and
\[ \iiint_V c_- \, dV = \text{moles of } -1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } OH^-) \] (43)

where \( c_+ \) and \( c_- \) are the concentrations of the +1 and -1 valence strong electrolytes, respectively. There are four boundary conditions as it is a second-order differential equation with two unknown parameters (\( R_+ \) and \( R_- \)). The boundary condition given in Eq. (41) ensures that the droplet is net neutral. Adjusting this boundary condition allows for charged droplets to be evaluated. For a charged droplet, the boundary condition given by Eq. (41) is replaced with

\[ \text{total surface charge} + \iiint_V \rho \, dV = \text{net droplet charge}. \] (44)

In the case of a weak acid buffer, Eq. (31) is instead expanded to

\[ \rho = F(1 + R_+) [H^+] + F(K_w + K_a[HA])/[H^+]. \] (45)

Substitution of Eq. (45) into Eq. (30) yields our governing differential equation of the weak acid buffered system as follows:

\[ \nabla [H^+] = 0 \text{ at center of the droplet}, \] (47)

\[ \text{total surface charge} + \iiint_V \rho \, dV = \text{net droplet charge}, \] (48)

\[ \iiint_V c_+ \, dV = \text{moles of } +1 \text{ ion in the droplet (excluding } H^+) \] (49)

and

\[ \iiint_V (c_A + c_{HA}) \, dV = \text{combined moles of } A^- \text{ and conjugate base in droplet}. \] (50)

The boundary condition in Eq. (50) conserves the sum of A^- and HA species as this is a known quantity in the microdroplet precursor solution and conserved in the transition to a microdroplet.

The above equation and boundary conditions were evaluated using a combination of the MATLAB® bvp4c differential equation solver and ODE45 equation solver. Calculations were performed assuming a negatively charged surface at 25 °C with a value of ε of water at 25 °C. The calculated distribution of species in the droplet is shown in the results. The MATLAB® code is available on Github (https://github.com/ChristianChamberlayne/Microdroplets-Can-Act-as-Electrochemical-Cells.git).

**Pseudo-steady-state condition**

A major assumption in this work is that the ion gradients in the droplet remain in pseudo-equilibrium. Essentially, the timescale of the surfactant ion reaction is significantly slower than the timescale for establishing the ion gradients and other chemical equilibria within the droplet. This allows for the microdroplet EDL to be calculated assuming a pseudo-steady-state condition. A series of microdroplets that follow the stoichiometry of main reaction can then be used to calculate the driving force from the microdroplet on the reaction. Once the ion distributions are calculated, the potential energy of the droplets is calculated as described in Eqs. (15)–(20). Looking at the sets of solutions with different surface charges that follow the partial derivatives described in Eqs. (16) and (20) (for ion-to-ion and ion-to-neutral reaction paths, respectively), the change in potential energy per coulomb change in the surface charge gives the effective electrochemical voltage driving that reaction.
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